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1.  Executive summary 
Experience exchange activities are one of the core activities of the ENCLOSE project, 

aiming at establishing a network of knowledge sharing, partnering and know-how transfer 

among the participating historic towns and between partner and local stakeholders and 

citizens  .  

Awareness Rising Events (AREs) aim to provide a forum to facilitate the involvement and 

consultation with local stakeholders and to build up local consensus around energy-efficient 

urban logistics. 

The ARE 2 events are the occasion for ENCLOSE follower towns to present the content of 

SULPs to local stakeholders and interested citizens, in order to develop a thorough 

discussion about the features and elements of SULPs and to collect and analyze the 

feedbacks of stakeholders, to be integrated in the SULP final version.  

The high participation and involvement of citizens and stakeholders in AREs shows the 

significant local interest in logistics activities, for this reason raising awareness about the 

SULPs is an essential action in order to guarantee the agreement on and adoption of the 

designed measures and their success .  

According to the original ARE2 plan these events were to be held before summer 2014, but 

due to some unexpected events (local administrative elections, overlap with other local 

events) some AREs were postponed during the summer months and, despite the problems 

connected to the holiday period, all the AREs were very successful in terms of audience and 

outputs (as it will be better detailed in the sections below). 

The aim of this report is to provide an overview of ARE2 events held during the period May 

2014 – September 2019, and to highlight the main issues arose and the key 

opportunities/threats to the future SULP implementation and after-project activities.  

 

2.  Awareness Raising Events (ARE2) 

ENCLOSE ARE2  were held by the six ENCLOSE follower towns in the period from 20th May 

(Burgos) to 17th September (Almada). All the events had a common structure based on a 

first part dedicated to the presentation of SULPs to relevant local stakeholders and 

interested citizens and a second part focusing on the discussion of SULP measures and 

suggestions. 

MemEx, as project coordinator, participated in all the ARE2 providing a keynote speech on 

ENCLOSE SULP methodology. 
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Overall, a total of around 145 stakeholders, from 42 organizations, and 28 speakers 

participated in the six AREs, with 12 local media covering the events.  

 

2.1  BURGOS (SPAIN) 
 

2nd Awareness rising event Burgos (ARE 2) 
Tuesday, 20th May 2014 

ENCLOSE – ENergy efficiency in City Logistics Services for small and mid-sized 
European Historic Towns 

Sala de Juntas. Teatro Principal. Principal Theatre (Library Lateral entrance) 
Paseo del Espolón s/n (Burgos) 

 

The second Burgos Awareness Rising Event was held on May 20th 2014. 

For ARE2 a roundtable approach was adopted, in order to directly involve in the discussion 

the representatives of the stakeholders and local authorities invited, in order to better 

illustrate and agree on the general scheme of the SULP. 

To this purpose partner Burgos decided not to organize a wide event, but rather and 

intensive technical meeting (25 very specific invitations were sent by email).  

Despite the restricted audience, a simultaneous translation Spanish-Italian was provided, in 

order to make sure that no linguistic barrier could limit the debate. 

The meeting was attended by around 12 people including technicians and stakeholders: 

 
List of entities attending the meeting 

 
Local stakeholders  
Burgos University: Research Group LogiT Transports Engineering  
Strategic Plan City of Burgos 
Burgos City Council: Traffic Unit 
Burgos City Council: Mobility, transport and accessibility Unit 
Burgos City Council: Public Works Unit 
Burgos Historic Center Shop Owners Association 
ENCLOSE partners  
Memex (Italy) 

 

The day before the ARE2, Mr. Jesus Echevarrieta, representative of Burgos Provincial 

Association of Transport Operators ATCAF, of the Confederation of Business Associations 
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FAE and of Burgos Chamber of Commerce and Industry, deceased. This is the reason why 

representative of transport operators and business institutions participated in the ARE2. This 

absence during the ARE will be fixed having bilateral meetings with the new representatives 

of the mentioned entities and stakeholders. 

The development of the event was as follows: 

The whole event was chaired by Ms. Rocío Rojo, Project Officer of Strategic Plan City of 

Burgos Association.  

First there was the official opening and welcome speech by Mr. Mario V. Sanjuan, Manager 

Director of Strategic Plan City of Burgos Association.  

Mr. Giorgio Ambrosino and Mr. Antonio Liberato (Memex) as project coordinator presented 

an overview of the ENCLOSE project, reviewing the results achieved so far within the project 

and the route followed by the whole partnership. Highlights on the pilot and soft measures 

implementations in the other partner cities were also presented as enriching and specific 

examples to take into account. 

Then, Ms. Rocío Rojo (Strategic Plan City of Burgos: Project Officer) gave a brief presentation 

of the evaluation and results (ex post) of the Soft Measures developed for the city of Burgos, 

based on the data collection of surveys and vehicle appraisals (comparing with the Ex-ante 

data). And its relations and synergies with the FS. 

New regulation for the inner city centre access, with special processing for loading- 
unloading tasks 

 
Card system on loading and unloading for shop owners and hostelry owners (for non-
labeled vehicles) 
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The positive results shown were an incentive to commit the stakeholders and to link with 

the measures and the approach of the coming SULP. 

Following with a logical line, Giorgio Ambrosino. MemEx (Italy) Project Coordinator, 

illustrated the general scheme of the SULP and FS format in the framework of ENCLOSE 

Project. Good examples from the cities of Almada, Lucca…were given to show the work and 

planification developed so far in those cities. 

Having shown the general SULP concept, the specific case, approach and actions proposed 

for Burgos Sustainable Urban Logistic Plan Draft was presented by Ms. Rocío Rojo. (Strategic 

Plan City of Burgos. Project Officer), as the core content of the ARE2. The items presented 

included: 

 Objectives, priority lines and critical points. 

 Road map for its consensus, approval and promotion. 

 Description of each measure and its conditions: funding, technical requirements, 
venue, resources needed,… 

- Urban Consolidation Centre (UCC) 

- Eco van sharing 

- Burgos needs pro Re-urbanization measure  

- Card management system measure 

- “Park&Buy by bike”  

 

Then opened discussion among attendees to collect indications, suggestions and opinions. 

Concerning the open round table discussion, the following highlights  

 Doubts on the management profile more suitable for UCC. 

 Municipal Mobility area: Possible SUMP in the medium term. 
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 Difficulties for the drinks distributors for sharing vehicles. 

 Possibility of renting the vehicles for the UCC (more suitable than buying then). 

 Need and possibility of an informative leaflet for the city centre access regulation 

(areas, routes,…) for professionals working in the area: Transport operators, 

commerce,… 

 Seasoned time windows needed: Earlier timetable in summer (convenient for 

summer); later timetable for winter 

 Santa Teresa Square tourist bus parking area could be widening in summer. 

 Big concerned on budgetary and funding for the SULP measures. 

 Take into account the possibility of offering flexible and intermediate services.  

 

The ARE round table event was ended, thanking the participants and its entities, and 

referring to the celebration of the final ENCLOSE Conference in October 2014, as well as to 

the next milestones concerning the SULP consensus, promotion and approval. 

Before lunch, there was a walking tour with the project coordinator, through the historic city 

center, to see in situ the routes and locations for loading and unloading on the basis of the 

new local regulation. (Soft measures check) 

The project officers from the Strategic Plan City of Burgos had a debriefing session to 

compile and record all the info and conclusions of the event, in order to use then for the 

SULP draft reviewing. 
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2.2  ALBA IULIA (ROMANIA) 

2nd Awareness rising event Alba Iulia (ARE 2) 
Wenday, 11th September 2014 

ENCLOSE – ENergy efficiency in City Logistics Services for small and mid-sized 
European Historic Towns 

Apor Palace, 1 Dicember University, Alba Iulia 
Partecipants 23 
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ROMÂNIA 
JUDEŢUL ALBA 

MUNICIPIUL ALBA IULIA 

The ARE 2 was held in Alba Iulia on the 11 September 2014. 23 participants attended the 
meeting, representatives from the Municipality, representatives of the Local Agency  for 
Energy, local architects, representatives of the National Museum of Unification, 
representatives of the Post Office in Alba Iulia, representatives of the Local Transportation 
Company and other stakeholders. Nicolaie MOLDOVAN, legal representative of the Alba Iulia 
Municipality attended the meeting to ensure the legitimacy of the meeting and of the 
proposed steps to be followed next by Alba Iulia Municipality.  

The meeting was focused on presenting the ENCLOSE PROJECT by the MEMEX participants 
Renato Bellini and Antonio Liberato and followed by presenting the SULP by Maria 
SEEMANN, technical Expert and Mihaela Vitalaru, the person in charge with the elaboration 
of the SULP. 

There was a session of question and answers meant to clarify some of the SULP’s aspects. 
One small cartoon video on good practices example in logistic. In the following a 
presentation was held by Maria Elena SEEMANN, public manager, with the Cargo bikes 
contest and the questionnaire fulfilled by the participants in the contest. The day also 
included one questionnaire applied for the participants to the ARE, in order to see how they 
consider the measures proposed within the SULP.  

At the end, a commitment was assumed by Alba Iulia Municipality to ensure the adoption of 
the SULP in the Local Council meeting, by the end of the month of September. 

Also, financial and technical issues were discussed concerning the implementation of the 
ENCLOSE project, between the representatives of the ENCLOSE partners (Alba Iulia 
Municipality and MemEx) 
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2.3  SERRES (GREECE) 
 

2nd Awareness rising event Serres (ARE 2) 
17th – 18 June 2014 

ENCLOSE – ENergy efficiency in City Logistics Services for small and mid-sized 
European Historic Towns 

Hall “Georgios Christidis” of Serres Chamber of Commerce  
Partecipants 43 

 
 
The Municipality of Serres organized the 2nd Awareness Rising Event in the framework of the 
ENCLOSE project on June 17, 2014 (start time: 18.00) in the Hall “Georgios Christidis” of 
Serres Chamber of Commerce (2, P.Kostopoulou Str., 3rd floor).  

The project “Energy Efficiency in City Logistics Services for small and mid - sized European 
historic towns-ENCLOSE” is co-funded by the program “INTELLIGENT ENERGY EUROPE” and 
aims to improve the quality of city logistics services, to upgrade the urban environment and 
reduce the energy consumption in transport. 

The purpose of this event was to show the progress of the project and all the expected 
benefits for the Municipality of Serres, while the event was attended by partners of the 
project and of the contractor technical support consultant of the Municipality of Serres, 
Hellenic Institute of Transport-HIT. Furthermore, the guest speaker was Professor of AUTH-
Division of Transportation Mr. Aristotelis Naniopoulos from Serres.  

The announcement of the event was made via a letter of invitation in a list of 37 local 
recipients and it should be noted that alongside the event took place:  
• A post of the event with a press release on the website of the Municipality 
http://www.serres.gr/ and a link to the corresponding link of the project ENCLOSE 
www.enclose.eu  
• A promotion of the project through local television stations  

During the public attendance, a file folder was distributed to the participants, which contained 
the program of the event, a summary of the project ENCLOSE, brochures with general display 
elements of the project and its older actions, informative material on awareness of sustainable 
city logistics, souvenir pens of the project, paper notes, and finally a questionnaire form for 
the attendants-institutions’ representatives.  

The event was coordinated by Mrs. Mikiki of the Department of Traffic Planning, 
Municipality of Serres. The guests Mr. Bellini and Mr. Ambrosino honoured with their 
presence the city of Serres, as representatives of the coordinator partner of the project 
(company Memex) and Mr. A. Naniopoulos (Professor of AUTH, Division of Transportation), 
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as a guest speaker. From the Municipality of Serres, there were present Mr. Mayor of Serres, 
the vice-mayors for Daily matters, Works - Infrastructure and Management - Finance 
Operations - e-Government & Transparency, and executives of the technical service, 
Department of Traffic Planning as a whole and employees of the Department of Planning 
and Development - Quality and Efficiency. From the Technical Support Consultants of the 
Municipality of Serres, in the framework of the project ENCLOSE, there were present Mrs. M. 
Mirtsopoulou, responsible for the Implementation and promotion of soft measures of the 
project in events and Mrs. K. Kotoula, who replaced Mrs. M. Morfoulaki, as a representative 
of the Hellenic Institute of Transport (HIT). Moreover, there were present the 
representatives of the Association of Freight Taxi Owners of Serres, of Serres Urban Buses, of 
Hotels Association and of the commercial world of Serres. Finally, the event was attended by 
a plethora of representatives of the technical world of Serres, members of the Association of 
Civil Engineering of Serres and the Architects Association, as well as ordinary citizens - 
individuals who were informed about the project ENCLOSE.  

 

 
 

 

The event was welcomed by Mr. Mayor of Serres (Mr. Petros Aggelidis) thanking the Serres 

Chamber of Commerce for hosting the event, the guests and all the attendees for their 

presence in it. He mentioned the value of the participation of Local Authority in European 

programs and the use of ideas and measures taken in the framework of the ENCLOSE 

project to improve freight mobility and to relieve the city centre.  
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Then, Mr. Vice-mayor for Daily matters (Mr. Vasilis Kalaitzidis) spoke welcoming in turn, the 

attendees of the event. He presented the effort of the Municipality of Serres for better 

organization of city logistics services in our city by highlighting the infrastructures, rising the 

awareness and information of both the commercial world and all citizens for 

environmentally friendly city logistics services, drafting a Sustainable Urban Logistics Plan 

adapted to our local conditions and creating a consensus Regulation of Loading and 

Unloading.  

 
 

The greetings were followed by the first section of the event, themed “The project ENCLOSE 

and the city of Serres”. On this, Mr. Giorgio Ambrosino (representative of the lead partner of 

the project) presented the basic components of the project ENCLOSE, mentioning the need 

for organization of city logistics services in European cities. He described the project's 

progress and the development of its achievements through all the follower towns-partners 

of the project, assessing them. 
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At the same time, he mentioned the common problems faced by all towns, setting an 

example of good practices that take place in forerunner towns- partners of the project.  

 

Then, Mrs. F. Mikiki presented the development of the European project ENCLOSE in the city 

of Serres, assessing it. She presented the current situation of city logistics services growing 

daily in the centre of Serres as in the desired state, in which there aren’t situations such as 

the illegal parking of cars at special spaces for loading and unloading freights, contributing 

finally to the development of the city's prosperity.  

Her speech was followed by the description of the development of Sustainable Urban 

Logistics Plan (SULP) for the city of Serres from Mrs. Cornelia Kotoula, as representative of 

the contractor's project HIT. A research was carried out for the applicability of policy 

measures in City Logistics Services with main objective the energy saving and reduction of 

the emission of gaseous pollutants CO2. Moreover, the results of a questionnaire survey 

conducted to shopkeepers and distributors of Serres and of new traffic measurements were 

presented. Finally, there were identified the main traffic problems in the city of Serres and 

presented good practices and possible measures that can be applied in the city of Serres.  
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Finally, Mr. Naniopoulos highlighted the value of city logistics services plan in Serres, 

creating a city worth-living. He analyzed the concepts of city logistics services and 

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP), he gave a brief historical overview of the evolution 

of Serres with the main planning and traffic studies that have been performed and he 

submitted selected proposals both in the framework of composing a SUMP for Serres, and 

for the development of the urban planning and of the Region of Serres. 

 

In the framework of the event, there was a second section based on the planned agenda in 

which through the discussion of stakeholders there were expressed the experiences and 

views of local stakeholders. This was attended and commented by representatives of the 

majority of stakeholders such as Mr. Galanis (Vice-mayor of Administration - Finance 

Operations - e-Government & Transparency), Mr. Dimoudis (Civil Engineer), Mr. Tsiflikas 

(Association of Freight Taxi Owners of Serres) and finally an owner of a commercial shop. 

The theme of the discussion was related to the organization, development of new 

infrastructure of city logistics services and realistic solutions within a Sustainable Urban 

Logistics Plan (SULP).  

Mr. Galanis thanked the guests who honoured the city of Serres with their presence and 

declared his support to the Municipality of Serres in programs concerning the awareness 

rising and change of citizens attitudes on matters of Sustainable Urban Mobility. He also 

mentioned the need of finding a solution for the easy access of residents and goods in the 

city centre. 

Mr. Dimoudis mentioned that the economic crisis should be a springboard to the 

development of ideas and proposals in the city of Serres focusing on people rather than the 

uncontrolled construction.  

Mr. Tsiflikas noted the problems the motorists face in their everyday lives, as well as the 

black marks of the network in the city of Serres (Ermou str, Venizelou str, Merarchias str). 

Then, he pointed out the utility of the former municipal police. He mentioned that we 

should set a specific way to strictly police specific spaces in order to preserve the availability 

exclusively for freight vehicles. He proposed the establishment of new places for loading and 

unloading in central locations of the city, where such places are necessary to serve the shops 
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of the Municipality of Serres and for the exploitation of the existing (requirement of specific 

places and time) to complete the process of loading and unloading, which is time-consuming 

as beyond the distribution of goods, it also includes other activities such as the financial 

transaction.  

The representative of merchants mentioned that the commercial world needs an easy and 

free access of Serres citizens in the city centre either by bike or car. He described the 

dissatisfaction of shopkeepers as the lack of parking for bikes and cars is translated into 

difficulties for the attraction of customers and recovery.  

 
Finally, Mrs. Mikiki, as representative of the Municipality of Serres, noted that the common 

goal may be achieved through the cooperation and coordination between all stakeholders 

and the deposition of specific proposals. A successful result may be only through the 

participation and assistance of all, upgrading finally the operation of the city.  

The Department of Traffic Planning, the two contractors of the project (Mrs. Maria 

Mirtsopoulou and Mrs. Cornelia Kotoula, as representative of HIT) and two representatives 

of the company Memex participated in the second day of the event. Following the 

evaluation of the results of the previous day, there were discussed the common 

transportation problems faced by all the partners of the project ENCLOSE. Then, there were 

presented issues relating to project deliverables and were given specific directions for 

completing the Sustainable Urban Logistics Plan. The Municipality of Serres presented the 

next steps and activities to be implemented in the framework of the project. Indicatively, as 

a result of the event in the next  
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months, the following will be accomplished.  

 

Mrs. M. Mirtsopoulou as a contractor of the project “Implementation and promotion of soft 

measures of the project in events” with her presence at the meeting she recorded the views 

and needs of stakeholders in order to use them in drawing up a Draft of Loading and 

Unloading Regulation. The HIT as a contractor of the project (Development and Translation 

of Sustainable Urban Logistics Plan) will incorporate the Sustainable Urban Logistics Plan that 

produces the results of the present event. 
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2.4  DUNDEE (UK) 

 
2nd Awareness rising event Dundee (ARE 2) 

Thursday 21 August 2014 
ENCLOSE – ENergy efficiency in City Logistics Services for small and mid-sized 

European Historic Towns 
Room 4.7, Dundee City Council, Dundee House  

Partecipants 11 
 

1. Introduction 

Dundee is a Follower City of the Intelligent Energy Europe-funded ENCLOSE programme 
(Energy Efficiency in City Logistics Services for Small and Mid-Sized European Historic 
Towns). ENCLOSE aims to raise awareness about the challenges of energy efficient and 
sustainable urban logistics in relevant cities, in order to reduce both energy consumption 
and environmental degradation.   

Dundee City Council has produced a draft Sustainable Urban Logistics Plan (SULP) that seeks 
to reduce the impact of road-based freight and logistics operations in the city. On 21 August 
2014, the Council hosted a second awareness raising event (ARE2) to discuss the measures 
included in the draft SULP.  
Stakeholders form a variety of backgrounds attended the event. This note provides a 
summary note of the event, along with a list of participating stakeholders.  
 
 
- Attendees 

Iain Black     Dundee City Council 
John Brady     Dundee City Council 
Neil Gellatly    Dundee City Council 
Ewan Gourlay (EG)   Dundee City Council 
Dave Lindsay    Dundee City Council 
Mark Gaffney (MG)   Forth Ports 
Margaret Simpson (MS)   Freight Transport Association 
Richard Meiklejohn (RM)   MAJR Properties 
Giorgio Ambrosino (GA)   Memex 
Phil Flanders (PF)    Scottish Council for Development and Industry 
Michael Cairns    Tactran 

 
1.  Notes of the event 

The event commenced with an official welcome from Neil Gellatly, Head of Transportation 
City Development Department. 
Michael Cairns (Tactran) led discussion on the SULP. Each section of the SULP was the 
subject of a short presentation and then discussion, as follows: 
Issues 
MG queried whether air quality is improving. 
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MS commented that as the price of diesel has fallen more people have bought diesel cars 
which have impacted on air quality.  
PF asked about the Central Waterfront development. 
EG responded that the development has capacity built into it and should reduce congestion. 
RM asked how to inform Parking Attendants of illegal parking. 
GA asked how much self-enforcement was undertaken by retailers. 
RM commented about the increasing amount of internet deliveries from businesses in the 
central area. 
MS offered assistance in engaging with major logistics operators. 
RM thought that threatening regulations could help with promoting environmentally friendly 
initiatives. 
In general, it was considered that the Issues section was valid and correct. 
  
2. Objectives 

GA considered that the first two are closely linked and was unsure about the logistics link for 
the third. 
MS observed that any help for businesses faced with high costs would be welcomed. 
In general, there was agreement with the objectives. 
 
3. Short Term Plan 

GA commented that Treviso had experience of in-bay enforcement by detectors. He 
considered that a time window could be employed within the Low Emission Zone proposals. 
In Lucca access had been restricted to vehicles with Euro V engines and a minimum loading 
factor. Access is restricted to vehicles with authorization and egress is controlled by means 
of a rising bollard which allows for monitoring of the length of time delivery vehicles are in 
the central area.  
MS added that booking slots had been used for the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. This 
had proved to be controversial as it was difficult to fit within delivery schedules. DB had 
unsuccessfully operated a consolidation centre. The Low Emission Zone in London had 
resulted in a shift of dirtier vehicles to the rest of the UK, and therefore a UK wide system is 
needed. 
PF commented that any system should take account of unexpected delays to vehicles, such 
as road works.  
RM asked about the funding of cleaner vehicles. He also stressed the need to promote the 
use of electric vehicles and ensuring longer term funding for infrastructural improvements. 
PF responded that Euro VI engines carry a purchase price premium of £10 – 15k. The average 
life of a lorry is 11 years. Lorries are cleaner than is recognized by the general public – so 
there is a role for better raising of awareness. 
MG asked if any road surfacing options were being pursued – such as titanium oxide 
surfacing to capture pollutants. He considered that trains could be heavily polluting and 
asked whether CCTV parking enforcement had been considered.  
In general, there was agreement with the Short Term Plan. 
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4. Medium Term Plan 

GA commented that the Sienna consolidation centre had been developed from a ”bottom-
up” approach and was used voluntarily by major operators. He considered that a link to city 
regulations is essential. A major benefit is the option for increased retail floorspace for 
shops. 
In general, there was agreement with the Medium Term Plan.  
 
5. Long Term Plan 

MS commented that Tesco and Asda were in receipt of long term financial support for their 
rail based distribution. 
MG asked if a route for the A90 through/around Dundee had been identified.  
 
6. Monitoring 

There was no discussion on this topic and all were in agreement with the proposed 
monitoring regime. 
 
7. Next Steps 

Neil Gellatly summed up the meeting. The SULP would be open for public consultation with 
responses and a SULP amended as necessary to the City Development Committee on 
October 27. 
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2.5  ALMADA (PT)  

 
2nd Awareness rising event Almada (ARE 2) 

Wednesday, 17 September 2014 
ENCLOSE – ENergy efficiency in City Logistics Services for small and mid-sized 

European Historic Towns 
Centro Municipal de Turismo, Rua Cândido dos Reis, Cacilhas, 

 Partecipants 32 
 
 

1. Introduction 

Almada is a Follower City in the Intelligent Energy Europe-funded ENCLOSE program (Energy 
Efficiency in City Logistics Services for Small and Mid-Sized European Historic Towns). On 17th 

September 2014, Almada City Council, with the support of the Local Energy Management 
Agency, AGENEAL, hosted a second awareness raising event (ARE 2). This event took place 

within the scope of the European Mobility Week 2014, fostering an important synergy, 

which allowed for a greater visibility of the ARE and an increased interest from the involved 

stakeholders. 

The session had the participation of the City of Lucca, a forerunner town of ENCLOSE. The 

delegation from Lucca was headed by its Mayor, Mr. Alessandro Tambellini, and comprised 

the Councillor for Environment, Mr. Francesco Respini, and Mr. Stefan Guerra. In this 
occasion, Almada formally joined the Logical Town Association, created with the support of 

the Municipality of Lucca to promote and study energy efficient logistics in small and middle 
sized cities. 

The program of the ARE also comprised a presentation from the project coordinator, Mr. 

Giorgio Ambrosino and the presentation of Almada’s SULP, by Ms. Catarina Freitas and Mr. 

Carlos Sousa. 

Stakeholders form a variety of backgrounds attended the event. This note provides a 

summary note of the event, along with a list of participating stakeholders.  

 

 

 

2.  Notes of the event 
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The event commenced at 15:00 with an official opening from Ms. Catarina Freitas, head of 
the Department of Strategy and Sustainable Environmental Management of the Municipality 

of Almada. 

 

 

Figure 1  Official opening from Ms. Catarina Freitas 

 

Mr. Alessandro Tambellini, Mayor of Lucca (Italy) and Mr. Joaquim Judas, Mayor of Almada 

(Portugal) started the opening session by briefly presenting the perspectives of these two 

cities and the respective desires for the ENCLOSE project, stating the challenges that both 
cities face in terms of energy efficiency and sustainability in urban logistics: Lucca as a 

Forerunner city and Almada as a Follower city.  

 

  

Figure 2  Opening interventions from the Mayors of Lucca and Almada: Mr. Alessandro 
Tambellini (left) and Mr. Joaquim Judas (right) 
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Both mayors formalized the adhesion of the Municipality of Almada to the Logical Town 
Association - International Association for sustainable city logistics for small and mid-sized 

historic towns. 

 

 

Figure 3  Formalization of the adhesion of the Municipality of Almada to the Logical Town 
Association 

 

After the formal adhesion of Almada to the Logical Town Association, Mr. Alessandro 

Tambellini and Mr. Stefan Guerra (also from the Municipality of Lucca) made a presentation 

about the Sustainable Urban Logistics Plan (SULP) implemented in Lucca, and some of the 
challenges and benefits obtained so far with special focus on one of the measures: 

LUCCAPORT - an eco -friendly transport and logistic service agency. 

 

 

Figure 4  Presentation about the SULP implemented in Lucca, by Mr. Stefan Guerra 
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Afterwards the coffee break the Project Coordinator, Mr. Giorgio Ambrosino from MemEx 
(Italy) made a presentation describing the ENCLOSE Project objectives and presenting a 

framework for the definition and SULPs in historic small-/mid-size towns and also an 

overview of the possible measures that could be implemented within its scope. 

 

 

Figure 5  Presentation of the ENCLOSE project and overview of measures by Mr. Giorgio 
Ambrosino 

 

Finally, Ms. Catarina Freitas (Municipality of Almada) and Mr. Carlos Sousa (AGENEAL) 

presented Almada’s proposed SULP and its integration within the SUMP, contextualizing the 
city of Almada in terms of territoriality and mobility, presenting an overview of the logistics 

system of the city (in particular in the city centre) and also introducing a feasibility analysis 

of the measures/services identified and selected within the scope of the SULP. 

 

  

Figure 6  Presentation of Almada’s SULP by Ms. Catarina Freitas (left) and Mr. Carlos Sousa 
(right) 
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3. Discussion 

After the presentations there was a 15 minute discussion period: 

 Mr. Sérgio Pinheiro from the Portuguese Institute for Mobility and Transport 
(IMT), questioned the representatives of Lucca and Mr. Ambrosino about the costs 

associated with the acquisition and operation of electric vehicle fleet in the 

LUCCAPORT, and also mentioned that a new line of European Union funding will soon 
be available to finance similar projects with impact in energy and CO2 emissions 

reductions, alerting the municipality of Almada to not totally exclude some of the 

measures analysed in the SULP and which were discarded after feasibility analysis, as 
they may come to have future funding for its implementation; 

 Mr. Nuno Sardinha from the Municipal Company for the  Mobility and Parking of 
Lisbon (EMEL) questioned the representatives of Lucca about the technology applied 

in the monitoring of the management system of the logistic parking in the city; 

 Finally, Mr. Gonçalo Paulino, president of the delegation of Almada of the 

Association of Commerce and Services of the District of Setúbal, stressed that the 
measures that could be implemented with the SULP should always have regard to the 

legitimate interests, needs and aspirations of local commerce, because the 

participation and involvement of these stakeholders is fundamental to the 
effectiveness of the sustainable logistics plan. 

 

4.  Next Steps 

Ms. Catarina Freitas summed up the meeting, referring that Almada’s SULP will be updated 

with the contributions from the main stakeholders, containing the inputs resulting from this 
event. 
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2.6  BALCHIK (BG)   

 
2nd Awareness rising event Almada (ARE 2) 

Wednesday, 11th June 2014 
ENCLOSE – ENergy efficiency in City Logistics Services for small and mid-sized 

European Historic Towns 
Bialata Kashta hall  

Partecipants 24 
 

 

09:30  Official opening and welcome speeches. 
Mr. Krassen Roussed (Director of the EICT-EUREKA and chairman of the session) opened the 
meeting, introduced all participants and welcomed them.  
Stelyan Jelezov – Deputy Major of Balchik welcomed all participants and wish successful 
meeting 

   Antonio Liberato  presented ENCLOSE project stressing on project description  objectives 
and results for the forerunner cities and followers outlining the Balchik participation.  
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      Boyko Ranguelov presented the evaluation and results of Soft Measures developed for 
the city of Balchik and pointed out the new measures implemented by Balchik municipality 
according the Mayor order for traffic regulations related to the summer tourist season.  

      Renato Bellini presented and discussed the General scheme of the SULP and FS format in 
the framework of ENCLOSE Project, also describing the most important topics of SULP as a 
part of SUMP.  

     Boyko Ranguelov presented the logistics measures proposed for Balchik Sustainable 
Urban Logistic Plan. It was mentioned that this is just a draft and all proposals and ideas of 
the stakeholders are welcome.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
After the SULP illustration a very interesting Discussion with stakeholders followed. Several 
new ideas have been proposed, for example: 

- the new idea to deliver goods and some services by boat transport instead by OGV 
and LGV.  This will need a small investment to build up a storage center, from where 
the goods to be delivered to the hotels and restaurants located jut near the sea 
shore. The transportation could be by bicycles or hand-driven electric cars. The idea 
also needs such a centralized center to be organized in the Varna part.  

- New suggestion to organize a common centre for goods deliveries outside the 
Dambata (Promenade) and then to use low emission transport (like electric hand-
drive cars and bicycles.  

- Indications, suggestions and several opinions have been raised to decrease pollution 
and to optimize the delivery time intervals to the Promenade limitations.  
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Walking Inner City centre Site Visits (Soft and SULP measures check). This was performed to 
see the new established soft measures by the Mayor order from May, 2014 for the summer 
season guarded areas on the Dambata area (The Promenade).  
 
Also during the lunch (13:30- 14:15) the discussion about the SULP measures is carried out   
        
In the afternoon an   Internal Meeting was held  represented by Antonio Liberato  and 
Renato Bellini  together with the Balchik Municipality representatives. Some activities, 
objectives, deadlines and problems were discussed and clarified   
 
 
It was also decided as well as that some small amount of funds could be separated to study 
the possibilities of the proposed idea to make deliveries by boat and to include these 
prospects as a possible part of the final SULP for Balchik.  
 
It was concluded that besides the population and the administration are not very much 
enthusiastic for the environmental issues there are interest  for the transport logistics 
optimization. 
 
The dissemination activities also were under discussion and the local newspaper will reflect 
the event ARE2. The chapter of optimization issues of the transport logistics in Balchik will be 
included in a book entitled: “Town,City and Urbanization in Globalizing World: A Theoretical 
and Practical Perspective” – editors: Recep Efe and Emin Atasoy 
 
16:30    End of the ARE2   
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.   CONCLUSION 
 
The  AREs 2 proved to be very successful and effective events : each SULP was discussed 

and evaluated by stakeholders and citizens and many suggestions were  taken into account 

for the finalization of the SULPs. 

Besides this aspect is important to highlight the increased awareness  of issues relating to 

the distribution of goods in urban areas and the implications inherent in the related 

emissions (and therefore the quality of life in urban centers) and energy consumption. 

For many towns, these problems were completely ignored. The ENCLOSE project with 

planned events ARE made for the first time conscious not only the stakeholders involved in 

the fright transports but also many citizens and associations that previously were not aware 

of the problems of the urban frigt distribution. 
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